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We prove the path sum formula for computing the U(n) invariant denominator 
functions associated to stretched U(n) Wigner operators. A family of U(n) in- 
(“’ variant polynomials Gtxl is t 
previously studied. The G(;I] 
hen defined which generalize the pGi”) polynomials 
p 01 y nom& are shown to satisfy a number of dif- 
ference equations and have symmetry properties similar to the pGi”) polynomials. 
We also give a direct proof of the important transposition symmetry for the Cl;] 
polynomials. To enable the non-specialist to understand the foundations for these 
remarkable polynomials, we provide an exposition of the boson calculus and the 
construction of the multiplicity-free U(n) Wigner operators. r 19X5 Academic Press. 
Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a sequel to a series on U(n)-invariant G-functions [l, 2, 
12,181 beginning with “ Hypergeometric Series Well-Poised in SU( n) and a 
Generalization of Biedenham’s G-Functions,” [18] by S. Milne. 
The main purpose of this paper is to present the first complete proof of 
the path sum formula (Propositions 4.12 and 4.17) for the denominator 
function of a stretched U(n) Wigner coefficient. This path sum formula is 
the key ingredient in the construction of the pGi”) functions, n r 3,0 I 1-1 
I n - 1, q 2 0, of Biedenham and Louck [3] (in the n = 3 case), and Milne 
[18] and Biedenham, Holman and Milne, [l] in the general case (n > 3). 
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Also the path sum formula is needed in the proof of “transposition 
symmetry” (4.29e) and (4.33) for the pGq cn) functions (see Theorem 3.2 of 
PI). 
As noted in [14] (for n = 3) and [18] (for n > 3) the n _ *Gin) functions 
are, up to a simple factor, multidimensional generalizations of classical 
well-poised hypergeometric series. For general p the fiGi”) functions are of 
interest in mathematical physics in the theory of Wigner coefficients for 
U(n) (see [5,6]) and are of interest in their own right as special functions 
(see [13,15,18]). Some of their properties have for example, been studied in 
[l, 2,121. Recently an elegant “ umbra1 calculus” (see [2]) has been dis- 
covered for computing these functions as bisymmetric functions in the 
variables ( yr, . . . , y,; a,, . . . , 6,). All these developments, however, rest 
fundamentally on the path sum formula. 
To prove the path sum formula involves a substantial amount of machin- 
ery. We begin, in Section 1, with an exposition of the “boson calculus” 
([lo, 201). The boson calculus is explicit computation with respect to a 
certain basis in the algebra of creation and annihilation operators, which is 
a Weyl algebra with an inner product preserved by a U(n) X U(n) group 
action. 
For any irreducible U(n) representation II, the outer tensor product 
TI 8 II occurs once and only once in the decomposition under this U(n) X 
U(n) action of the commutative subalgebra g (generated by the creation 
operators (see (1.4)). A basis for V of polynomials in the creation operators, 
called “boson polynomials,” is given in (1.10) corresponding to the Gelfand 
state basis for U(n) x U(n) irreducible representations [17]. 
The key problem in the boson calculus is to analyze the multiplication in 
V with respect to this basis of boson polynomials. The main result is 
identity (2.12), known as the Boson Factorization Lemma [7]. We also 
dualize this procedure and consider the U(n) X U(n) action on the algebra 
& generated by the annihilation operators. A dual basis in .& of “dual 
boson polynomials” is defined in (1.13) and a factorization lemma is proved 
for them in (2.13) and (2.18). Finally, we consider products of dual boson 
polynomials with boson polynomials and prove mixed factorization lemmas 
(2.25) and (2.27). 
The path sum formula (Propositions 4.12 and 4.17) is obtained by taking 
repeated products of “elementary” boson polynomials, computed with 
respect to the basis of boson polynomials and then taking certain asymp- 
totic limits of the resulting coefficients. To do this we need to introduce the 
concept of reduced Wigner coefficients in Section 3. The asymptotic limits 
are discussed in Section 4. 
The main ideas in the proof of the path sum formula have appeared in an 
unpublished note of Biedenham [9]. Also much of the expository material in 
Sections 1, 2, and 3 of this paper have appeared in several articles in the 
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physics literature, e.g., [7]. However, the theory of Wigner coefficients for 
U(n), n 2 3, and the boson calculus is not well known in the mathematical 
community. Because of this circumstance we have given detailed proofs of 
the major properties of the Wigner coefficients and the boson polynomials. 
A second purpose of this paper is to give a direct proof of the “ transposi- 
tion” symmetry of the G(“) function. In terms of the variables 
Yl,..., Y,; 61,. . ., S, (see 4.26b7, transposition symmetry is expressed by the 
identity ,Gi’)(yi,. . . ,y,,; a,,.. . ,a,) =,Gi”‘(-6,, . . ., -6,; -y,,, . . . , -yl). 
Transposition symmetry is the deepest symmetry of the PGi”’ functions so 
far known. In [2, Theorem 1.521, it is shown to be equivalent to a “conjuga- 
tion” symmetry of the expression of ,,GJ”) in terms of symmetric (Schur) 
functions in the variables yi, . . . , y, and a,, . . . , S,,. 
Transposition symmetry for the PGq cn) functions had been proved in [l]. 
However, the proof relies on the path sum formula as well as the pair of 
difference equations (4.24a) and (4.24b). It was felt that the pair of dif- 
ference equations were hiding a more direct connection between the boson 
calculus (Section 1) and transposition symmetry. In Section 5 a proof of 
transposition symmetry is given, making no use of the pair of difference 
equations (4.24a) and (4.24b). 
The direct proof of transposition symmetry depends on the fact that there 
are two natural U(n) x U(n) invariant inner products on the algebra V 
generated by the creation operators. We begin by computing the matrix 
coefficient T with respect to a pair of boson polynomials of a product of 
“elementary” boson polynomials acting on V by multiplication (5.1). The 
matrix coefficient T can also be computed using dual boson polynomials 
(5.4). Finally using the second inner product on V, T can be computed from 
the action of a product of elementary boson polynomials acting on the dual 
boson polynomials (5.5). 
The most difficult part of the proof of transposition symmetry in Section 
5 is in computing the various asymptotic limits of T. This involves detailed 
properties of the pattern calculus of Biedenham and Louck [8] (see (4.4)). 
A final purpose of this paper is to consider the most general family of 
stretched U(n) Wigner coefficients. In Definition 4.21 and Theorem 4.25, we 
define a family of functions Gthl (“) where [X] = [Xi,. . . , X,-i] is an (n - l)- 
tuple of non-negative integers, associated to the stretched Wigner coeffi- 
cients. This family includes the functions PGi”). The G# functions have the 
same symmetries as the ,,Gi”) including transposition symmetry. They can 
also be computed using the “ umbra1 calculus” developed in [2]. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In the first section are developed 
the basic properties of the algebra of creation and annihilation operators 
and the boson calculus. The stretched Wigner coefficients for U(n) are 
defined in Section 2 and a form of the Boson Factorization Lemma is 
proved. In Section 3 the reduced Wigner coefficients for U(n) are defined 
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and some of their properties are studied. The pattern calculus of Biedenharn 
and Louck, the denominator function, and the PGd”) and Gtzf functions are 
studied in Section 4. In the final section we give a “direct” proof of 
transposition symmetry for the Gf,“] functions. 
1. ALGEBRA OF CREATION AND ANNIHILATION OPERATORS 
We consider the algebra B of creation and annihilation operators in 2n 
variables generated over the complex numbers by the elements aj, Z!, 
1 I i, j I n, and the identity 1, with the commutation relations 
[ii;, u;] = s,.i$. 
’ J’ 
1 I k,l,i, j s n, 0.1) 
all other commutators being zero and Ski, 6,j are the usual Kronecker 
symbols. 
Let $9 be the commutative subalgebra of 53 generated by the “creation” 
operators a!, 1 I i, j I n, and similarly let d be the subalgebra generated 
by the “annihilation” operators ai, 1 I i, j I n. There is a ring isomor- 
phism of $7 onto d obtained by mapping any polynomial P(aj) in the 
variables CZ{ to the polynomial mj whose coefficients are the complex 
conjugates of P( u{) and where the annihilation operators a{ are substituted 
in place of the corresponding a{, 1 I i, j I n. 
There is a natural representation u of .%3 acting on %‘, where V is viewed 
as the space of complex polynomials in the variables u{. The creation 
operators u! act by multiplication and the annihilation operators ~7: act by 
differentiation with respect to the corresponding variables u{. 
By means of the representation u of .%? and the isomorphism from V to d 
we define a hermitian inner product on 59. If P, P’ E %? then (P, P’) 
equals the constant term in a(P)P’. The monomials in the operators ui 
form an orthogonal basis of %? with respect to this inner product. In 
particular the operators a{, 1 I i, j I n, form an orthonormal basis of the 
subspace V(1) of %? of homogeneous polynomials of degree one. 
Similarly there is an inner product on XZ’. If P(Cj) and P’( ~7:) are 
polynomials in the annihilation operators Zj’ then (P, P’) equals the 
constant term in a(P)F where F is the polynomial in %? obtained by 
conjugating the coefficients of P’ and replacing the annihilation operators 
Z; by the corresponding creation operators u{. 
The algebras V and & are dual to each other. If P(Zj) E d and 
P’( a{) E V then (P(&), P’(uj)) is the constant term in a( P( ~Tj))P’(aj). 
Restricting the inner product ( , ) from %? to V(l), the group U(n) X 
U(n) (direct product of groups of unitary matrices of degree n) acts in the 
following way: If g, h E U(n) are represented by matrices (g{), (h j’), with i 
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the row and i the column indices, then 
(g x h)( a;) = i &;a: 
I,k=l 
0.2) 
where 1 I i, j s n. 
By viewing V(k), k 2 1, the space of homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k in the creation operators a{, as the k-fold symmetric tensor 
product of V(l), there is a natural way of extending the representation (1.2) 
from V(1) to Q?(k) and to all of g. If P is a polynomial in the operators a/ 
then (g x h)P (with notation as in (1.2)) is the polynomial obtained by 
substituting (g X h)(aj) in place of the operators a:, 1 5 i, j I n. 
Similarly the group U(n) x U(n) acts on d(l), the space of homoge- 
neous polynomials of degree one in the operators Z{, by 
(g x h)( a{) = i g,ki;;a: (1.3) 
I,k-1 . 
where (g,j), (hj) are the complex conjugates of the matrices (g{), (hj) E 
U(n). We extend this representation (1.3) to all of d as above: If P is a 
polynomial in the operators ~7: then (g x h)P is the polynomial obtained 
by substituting (g X h)( Z;i) in place of the operators a/, 1 I i, j I n. 
The representation (1.2) of V(n) x V(n) on V(1) is the contragredient of 
the representation (1.3) on d(l) and more generally, the representation on 
V(k) is the contragredient of that on d(k), k 2 1. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence (see Boerner [lo]) between irreduci- 
ble representations of U(n) and the set of ordered n-tuples of integers 
[ml,, m2n,. . . , mnn] such that m,, 2 . . . 2 mu,,. It is not necessary that 
m nn 2 0. For a given irreducible representation IItmlV,..,,m,,j acting on the 
representation space Vt~ln,,,,,,~~l, the n-tuple of integers [m,,, . . . , mnn] is 
called the highest weight of the representation. One simple relation between 
the irreducible representations of U(n) is that if two n-tuples of integers 
[m in,. . . , mnn] and [Ii,,, . . ., /,,,I satisfy ml, - I,, = mi, - Ii,, for all 1 I i 
I n, then IIt,,, ,“,,, ~, ,,,“I is isomorphic to (det)*ln - ‘1, 0 11,,1” _,, , 
is the one dimensional determinant representation of U(n).’ ’ “” 
I where det 
Remark 1.4. For simplicity of exposition we shall from now on consider 
only irreducible representations of V(n) with highest weight [m,,, . . . , m ,,,,I 
where either ml, 2 . . . 2 m,, 2 0 or 0 2 ml, r . . . 2 m,,. 
Using the notation above for irreducible representations of V(n) and 
noting that a partition A = (hi,, . . . , A,,) is simply an n-tuple of integers 
with A,, 2 . . . 2 A,,,, 2 0, we have for all integers k 2 0 
(1 Sa) 
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i.e., C(k) decomposes into the direct sum of the outer tensor product of 
irreducible representations of U(n) of highest weight X where X is a 
partition of k. Similarly 
(1.5b) 
where VA* is dual to V, and is the representation space for IIT the 
contragredient of II. The contragredient representation II$ has highest 
weight X = (-A, “,..., -A,,). 
We recall the Gelfand basis for an irreducible U(n) representation 
(irresp.) II 1 of highest weight [m,,, mzn,. . . , m,,] (see [17, p. lo]). 
For any pzgk’ifnintegers mij, 1 I i I j I n, satisfying the betweenness 
conditions 
mij+i 2 mij 2 mi+lj+l, lliljln-1, (1.6) 
there corresponds an orthonormal basis vector (“state”) of the irreducible 
representation IILrn ,n,,,,, mnnl. 
( 1 
We shall denote this Gelfand state vector by 
[ml]” 
Cm),-, ’ 
which is an abbreviation for the array with top row [m,,, . . . , m,,,,], 
second row (m,,-i,..., m, _ rn _ i), and so on. When the meaning is clear 
we shall drop the subscripts on [ml, and (m), -i and abbreviate 
[m in,. . . , mnn] by [ml, or [ml. For u E U(n) we denote the matrix coeffi- 
cients with respect to the basis of Gelfand states of the U(n) irresp. II,,, by 
(1.7) 
Gelfand state vectors can also be defined for irreducible representations 
of U(n) X U(n) (see Nagel and Moshinsky [19]). The highest weight of such 
an irreducible representation is described by a pair (ml,, . . . , man) and 
(4”, . . ., I,,) of n-tuples of integers such that m,, 2 rnln 2 . . . 2 mnn and 
I,, 2 . . . 2 1,“. For the irreducible representations of U(n) x U(n) which 
occur in V or & we will have (ml,, . . . , mnn) = (IIn,. . . , I,,) so these 
representations are denoted by a single n-tuple. 
Let A = [m,,,..., mnn] be a partition of an integer k 2 0, i.e., m,, 2 
mzn 2 . . . 2 m,, - >OandT~~,mi~=k.If(($!~l)and(($]:_l)aretwo 
state vectors in the representation space VA of the U(n) irreducible represen- 
tation II, with highest weight X then let 
(m’),-, 
+ [ml, 
I I (m),-, 
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denote the polynomial in V(k) corresponding to the vector 
in the U(n) X U(n) representation space V, 8 Vx which is contained in 
w(k) (as in Eq. (1Sa)). The ambiguity here is eliminated once we fix highest 
weight state vector in V, Q V,, and apply the explicit construction of J. G. 
Nagel and M. Moshinsky [19] to produce the Gelfand state vector 
in VA 8 V,,. Letting u~:::~ denote the determinant of the matrix (a/‘), 
1 I i, j I I, then the highest weight state vector in VA 8 VA is chosen to be 
A -1/2[ml,,*. .) mn”] fi 1.. .I m’n-m’+ln 
( 1 /=I l...l (1.8) 
where m,+l, is defined to be zero and 
4m In~~*~~mnnl = ,f!CPin)!/ I3 (Pi* -Pjn) 
l<i<jsn 
with pin = mi, + n - i. 
0.9) 
With notation as above we define a particular orthogonal basis of “ boson 
polynomials” in the representation space VA QD VA c v(k): 
Again if h = (mlnr . . . , m,,) is a partition of the non-negative integer k 
then we can define a Gelfand basis for V? by taking the dual of the 
previously defined Gelfand basis for VA. In particular if 
Gelfand state vector in VA then we define 
to be the Gelfand state vector in VA* with Gelfand pattern 
(1.11) 
mij= -m 
I-i+ljY lliljrn. (1.12) 
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Remark 1.13. The definition (1.11) given here of the Gelfand state 
differs from that used in [17] and many other papers. In [17] the state 
is constructed by applying the lowering operators of Nagel and 
[19] to a highest weight state in VIE1.. The difference, however, will simply 
be a factor of &l and will not alter the most important identities below 
such as (2.12) and (4.13). 
We extend this definition of the dual Gelfand basis to U(n) X U(n). With 
respect to the pairing ( , ) between U(k) and d(k), the dual of the 
polynomial 
(which has real coefficients) is the polynomial 
(4 
@ Mn I ! E -4k), (m),-l 
which we shall denote by @9-l 
Q [=I, ! I . (~)n-, 
We also define the dual boson polynomial 
With notation as above and A = [ml”, . . . , mnn] a partition of the non- 
negative integer k, we shall use 
B i~~~~~~ )(Z) and B 1 E:{::)lf, 
to denote the complex numbers obtained when the matrices (Z) = (z/) and 
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(2) = (2:) are substituted for the creation operators (a;), 1 I i, j I n, and 
annihilation operators (a{), 1 I i, j I n, respectively. 
Remark 1.15. From the construction of Nagel and Moshinsky [19], the 
boson polynomials 
are polynomials in the creation variables with real coefficients. Similarly the 
dual boson polynomials 
* @‘Ll 
B [=I, 
i i 
(4 
@),-I 
have real coefficients. It also follows that the matrix coefficients s[,$j(m,( U) 
and g{&iii,(~) defined by Eq. (1.7) of the irreducible representation IIlml 
and II,,, of U(n) are real polynomials in the variables (u{) and (ti;‘), 
1 I i, j I n, respectively. 
The fundamental fact about the boson and dual boson polynomials is 
~R0POSITION 1.16 ([17, p. 391). Let [ml, = [ml”, . . . , mnn] where m,, 2 
mzn 2 . . . 2 m nn 2 0. For all u E U(n) and notation as above 
(4 = -q~;:_l(m’),,J4 (1.17a) 
and 
G8 = q~;.“-l(*~).~,o (1.17b) 
where ~~~~~-lcm,,n-,(u) and 9[ff1n cm),_lcw),_,(~) are defined as in (1.7). 
Proof: We shall only prove (1.15a). The proof of (1.17b) is entirely 
similar. 
Rewriting Eq. (1.2) (extended to V(k)) in terms of the boson polynomi- 
als, we have 
(4 
(‘~1 = C -%&,j(u)B [ml 
Cm”) 
i i 
C-4) (1.18) 
Cm”) 
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I 
W’) 
(Au) = c ~&‘!)cm~)(u)B [ml 
Cm”) (4 
where A = (a;) is the matrix of creation operators, ‘U is the transpose of U, 
and ‘wl and Au are ordinary matrix products. 
Replace ‘U by u in (1.18) and observe that 
q&+4) = .9(g&o()( ti -1) = (.q!)(,)( 24 -1)) = 9(qm18)( u). 
This gives 
i 
(4 
(d) = c ~ji$~)(u)B [ml 
Cm“) (4 
Now setting A = I, the identity matrix, we find 
B 
(4 
[ml 
(4 
(4 
W’) 
= c q;!)(m’) (u)B [ml 
I i 
(1). 
(W (4 
An application of Schur’s lemma to Eq. (1.22) yields 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
where c E C is a scalar independent of (m’) and (m) and 6fm,j(,,,j is a 
Kronecker delta symbol. In the case where (II!) @( :$)) is a highest 
weight vector in the irreducible representation II,,, Q II,,,, then Eq. (1.8) 
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and (1.10) imply that c = 1. Combining (1.23) with (1.22) finishes the proof 
of the proposition. 
We conclude this section by defining another U(n) x U(n) invariant 
hermitian inner product ( , ) on the algebra V of creation operators (and 
similarly on LZ?). If f, g, E V (or A?) replace the creation operators a,l (or 
Z{) by the corresponding variables u(, 1 5 i, j I n (similarly, I$). Then f, 
g, E I*) and 
where du is the Haar measure on U(n) such that U(n) has measure one. 
In particular for boson polynomials 
we have 
where 
I 
(4 
B [ml 
(4 
I 
(4 
B [ml 
(4 
(q[m]) = 1-y (1.26) 
ni! 
i=l 
is the degree of the irreducible representation, II,,,, pi,, = mi, + n - i, 
and qnHI]’ qd)(l~), qn)(I) are Kronecker symbols. There is a similar 
formula for dual boson polynomials. 
2. WIGNER COEFFICIENTS, FACTORIZATION LEMMA 
In this section we shall define the canonical “multiplicity-free” Wigner 
coefficients which are explicit matrix coefficients of operators projecting the 
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tensor product of two irreducible U(n) representations onto an irreducible 
subspace. 
Let %I.“~ vb4. be the representation spaces of the U(n) irreducible 
representations nrM ,“,..., Mn,l, I-I Iml “,..., mn,l, respectively, where Ml, 2 
> M,,, 2 0 or 0 2 Ml, 2 . . . . . . _
[Ml” . of any state vector (r),_, 
( 1 
2 M,,, and similarly for [ml,. The weight 
m V[,,,,,, is defined to be 
[AU’)] n = bW’>v Ad’), -. .p A,,(r)] (2.la) 
where 
Ai, = i rji - ‘2 rjipl 
j=l j=l 
(2.lb) 
in which Ii, = Mi,. We shall also denote [m,, + A,,(I), . . . , m,,,, + 
LOX, by b + WN,. 
With notation as above we consider the decomposition of tensor products 
of U(n) irreducible representations II[,+,l, and lI,,,n, 
(2.2) 
where the sum is over a subset S of (r), -i patterns of state vectors for 
II . For [ml, in general position, i.e., m,, - mr+ln B 0, 1 I i I n - 1, 
S !$&ains the (I), -i patterns for all the state vectors of II, I . 
We are interested in constructing explicit non-trivial U( n >” iktertwining 
maps: 
(2.3) 
This is generally very complicated, due partly to the so-called “multiplicity 
problem. . . , i.e., the weight [A,,(r), . . . , A,,(r)] corresponds to more than 
one (I), -i pattern for [Ml,. For simplicity we shall assume from now on 
that the weight spaces of IItM1. are at most one dimensional. This is true 
for example if, for 1 I k I n, 
[M,,,,..., M,,] = [l,.+ l,OUO]. (2.4) 
k n-k 
Now fix a state vector 
( 1 
( $111 in the representation space VtM1, and let 
[ml, and the state vector [ml, 
( ) (ml”-1 
in Vtlrml, vary. If [Ml” 
( 1 (q-1 
is a Gelfand 
pattern of any state vector m VIMI, and IILm+Ao.jl. occurs in the decom- 
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position (2.2) then (atfirst) let qr.)“-, be any non-trivial intertwining map 
as in (2.3). If nLm+A(r)ln does not occur in the decomposition (2.2) then 
define qrj,z_, to be 0. We define the linear map 
: v[ml, + v[m+A(~)l,, (2Sa) 
(2.5b) 
This is not yet a complete definition of 
because by choosing different q,,“-, the action on each VCml, varies by 
scalar multiples. In the exposition below we shall impose orthogonality 
conditions on 
which determine its action on Vrml up to a factor of +l (the “phase 
factor”). This phase factor is then deiermined by convention. The operators 
are called Wigner operators and their matrix coefficients with respect to the 
Gelfand state vectors are called Wigner coefficients. 
Recall the definition (1.7) of the matrix coefficients B&JjCrnj~, u E U(n), 
with respect to the Gelfand state basis of the irreducible representation 
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i&ct to the basis (([El)) 60 (~~~)) of I/rM], 8 I/rm], are 
The matrix coefficients of the tensor product II]M]. 0 H,,] with 
’ 
(2.6) 
where u E U(n). We shall denote the corresponding matrices in the Gelfand 
state bases by gt”](u) and ~3]“‘] @ 33]“‘](u). 
Recalling the decomposition (2.2) of I’$,,,] @ II,,] there is a unitary 
natrix W such that for all u E U(n) 
w(dw&“l(u))w-‘= (r)fEsB[“iA’r)yu) (2.7) 
n 1 
where S is subset of Gelfand patterns (r),-, such that IIIm+A~r~l occurs in 
q.f] Q =,m, and @(I-)ES a]“‘+Acr)](~) is a matrix with diagonal block 
entries g]m+A(r)l( 24). 
Further we can require W to be a real orthogonal matrix. The representa- 
tion space VrMl ( for example) can be viewed as that of an irreducible real 
representation of GZ(n, R) whose defining equations are identical to those 
for the matrix entries .C3j$XxM,(u). Note that the real representation of 
GZ( n, R) is not by orthogonal matrices. By means of the construction of the 
lowering operators for SU(n) or GZ(n, R) given by Nagel and Moshinsky 
[19], it is possible to decompose VIMI 8 Vrml into real irreducible subrepre- 
sentations which are mutually orthogonal. That is, GZ( n, W) does not act by 
orthorgonal matrices, but the representation spaces are mutually orthogo- 
nal. The tensor product (2.2) decomposes in exactly the same way (with the 
same invariant subspaces) for the corresponding real representations of 
GI( n, (P). This decomposition will be into orthogonal subspaces. Let W be 
the real orthogonal matrix carrying out the equivalence (2.7) for Gl(n, R) as 
well as U(n). 
Requiring W to be real orthogonal does not determine it uniquely. 
However, if any real orthogonal matrix W’ also satisfies (2.7) then W’(W) -’ 
maps J&+A(r)l onto vtm+L\(r)] for all (r),-, E S. We have used here the 
assumption that the decomposition of VIM] Q Vfm] is multiplicity free. 
Therefore by Schur’s lemma W’( W -‘) restricted to v[,,,+A(r)] is f Z, where 
Z is the identity on v[m+A(r)]. We remark that the sign ambiguity can be 
eliminated by convention (see [S]). 
We shall translate the real orthogonality condition for the W matrices 
into conditions for the Wigner coefficients, defined in (2.5). With notation as 
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above, if ( r ) & S, then 
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is the zero operator on VLmI. If (r), (IT’) E S, we require that (see [17, p. 
261): 
Ii i) 
Irn3 6 6 
(4 
= (m')(m") (T)(P) 
(2.8a) 
We now rewrite Eq. (2.7) in terms of the Wigner coefficients (which 
satisfy (2.8a) and (2.8b)): For all u E U(n), 
qY&4~) x qY)(m)W 
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Substituting the expression for g#CM,j( u), B[;jCml,( u) and g{,$$cr)l( U) 
from Proposition 1.16 into (2.9) and replacing the matrix u E U(n) by the 
matrix of creation operators A, we find 
(2.10) 
where we assume as above that the weight spaces of fILMI are one 
dimensional. 
Since a basis for the algebra V of creation operators is given by the 
vectors 
p;;j = a[ j.ii)iAl (2.11) 
where [ml, is a partition and ii:))), ( I:;) are Gelfand patterns, then the 
matrix coefficients of the action of the boson polynomials by multiplication 
are (see [17, p. 401) 
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where d([m]) and J?([m + A(r)]) are defined as in (1.9). Equation (2.12) 
is a special case of the Boson Factorization Lemma [7]. 
There are the obvious dual boson analogs of (2.10)-(2.12). For example, 
we have 
(2.13) 
where the patterns [ml, (a), etc., are defined as in (1.12). 
Remark 2.14. With notation as in (2.la) and (2.lb) we have 
[A(T)] n = - [A(r)] n = [-A,,(r), . . . , -A,,(r)] (2.W 
whereas 
[qn]” = [-A,,(r),.. ., -A,.(r)]. (2.15b) 
Hence [A(r)], # [m], and [Zz + A(F)], # [wIti. 
DEFINITION 2.16. Let be a Gelfand pattern (with associated 
state vector) and of 11~,,,1, are at most one 
dimensional. Define to be the unique Gelfand pattern 
(with associated [k] n = [ %?I, and [ A( f )I, = 
@~I, = [-A,,(r), -An-&‘Lt -A,,U’)l. 
From Definition (1.13) and the fact that the boson polynomials have real 
coefficients it follows that 
(2.17) 
with notation as above, and where A is the matrix of creation operators. 
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As a consequence of (2.10) and (2.17) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.18. With notation as aboue 
We shall now prove a pair of identities similar to (2.12) involving both 
boson and dual boson polynomials. Recall the inner products ( , ) and 
( , ) defined on the algebra of creation operators V. With notation as above 
and M,,r --- 2 Mm,, 2 0 and m,, 2 * a. 2 m,,,, > 0, we consider the 
inner product 
= dim + A(r)l)dm + A(r)]) 
(2.20) 
where d([m + A(r)]) is defined in (1.26) and M([m + A(r)]) in (1.9). 
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Using the inner product ( , ) on A?*( U( n)) defined in (1.24) we have 
Letting (I be the natural representation of .S? on V defined above and 
applying (1.17b) we find 
2Jpon substituting (2.9) the right hand side of (2.22) becomes 
(*I = d([m + W)l)-/ll([~ + W>l) 
(2.23a) 
(2.23b) 
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A similar argument shows that 
(2.24) 
We shall view 
as an operator on %Y, which is given the orthonormal basis: 
is a partition and (I”‘;), (:z))) are Gelfand patterns}. For simplicity we 
shall often denote the operator 
I( B[ii’)iqj “Y B[ !;)(a. 
From (2.23b) we find the matrix coefficients of the operator 
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d([m + A(r)]> d([m + A(r “* 
4b4 4M) 
(2.25) 
We can also view the boson polynomial 
as ‘an operator on J&‘, the algebra of annihilation operators. If p E -01, 
define 
With respect to the basis 
is a partition and (,‘z;), ( lI)j) are Gelfand patterns} of s?, the matrix 
coefficients of the operator 
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are 
(2.27) 
We conclude this section with a lemma relating different Wigner coeffi- 
cients. We begin with the following definition. 
is a Gelfand pattern and k is an 
to be the Gelfand pattern 
The following lemma will be used in Section 5 in a direct proof of 
transposition symmetry for the Gthl (“) functions, which are defined in 
Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.29. Let (m), be a Gelfand state in the irreducible representation 
n,n&. Let be Gelfand states in the irreducible 
representation IItMl,. We assume that the weight spaces of ll[,,,,,, are at most 
one dimensional. Then 
(2.30) 
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where k is an integer and (‘~;~,,~~~,““) is a Gelfand state vector in the 
representation II,,,,,,,,,,, 
Proof Note IICm+kl. = III,,,O 8 detk where det is the determinant char- 
acter of U(n). Let VrmI, and VL;m,, 8 C be the representation spaces of 
n and fIrMI 8 detk (and similarly V~,,,+hCrJ1 
TlEk are uniqie isomorphisms i: Vrm, -+ Vi,“+ kl , 
and i~.,~~~,~,, @ Cl. 
[m+A(U,, --+ 
defined by mapping the higheit weight Gelfand state vectors 
c:i:T)?&j ( ‘;‘;u’:yh) (for definition see (3.12)) to the highest weight 
Gelfand ‘state vectors [ (!i:Oz[lf;) and ( [nl ;iJ:): ‘]“j, respectively, and 
such that the maps 
i @ 1: vLnll,, @ Q= + V,nl+kl,, and i @ 1: V[nn+A(Tl],,@ Q= + V~nl+Ac~j+k~,, 
are intertwining maps. Similarly there is an isomorphism 
id @ i: I/rnl],, @ I/rm,,, + q?ll,, @ V[m+Xl,, 
defined by mapping the Gelfand state (M),, @ (m),, to (M),, @ i(m),,. 
Under the mapping i and id 8 i the Gelfand states (WI),,, (m + A(r)),,, 
and (M),, 8 (WI), go to the states +(m + k),,, k(m + A(r) + k),,, and 
f ( m ) ,, QD ( m + k ),*, respectively. 
Let qt.,,,-, : I’[,,,,,, X V,ml,z + V~nl+A(rj,,, be an intertwining map defined 
as in (2.3). By means of the isomorphism i and id X i we have the 
intertwining map 
(2.31) 
+ T/[H,+A(I-)+/~],~ (2.32a) 
defined by 
(2.32b) 
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Let 
(( [WI + A(r) + k] w + a-1 
be a matrix coefficient of F-),-l 
i [Mln ( 1 i-1 (Wn-1 
[m + A(r) + k] 
Cm’ + k),,-1 
(2.33; 
Since the matrix coefficients for 
satisfy the orthogonality relations (2.8a) and (2.8b) it follows that the matrix 
coefficients for 
i-l 
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also satisfy these relations. Thus 
m-1 
i [M],, 
i 1 
i-’ 
(W,,-1 
is a Wigner operator up to a possible phase factor f 1. In either case we 
obtain (2.30). This completes the proof of Lemma (2.29). 
3. REDUCED WIGNER COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we consider the relationship between the “multiplicity-free” 
Wigner coefficients of U(n) and U( n - 1). We shall define the “U(n)- 
dependent” factors of the U(n) Wigner coefficients, which are called 
V(n) : U( n - 1) reduced Wigner coefficients. 
The subgroup of all matrices of U(n) which have the entry one at the n th 
row, n th column position and zero elsewhere in the n th row and n th 
column is isomorphic to U(n - 1) X 1. Identifying U(n - 1) and V( n - 1) 
x 1, we shall call this the standard embedding of V(n - 1) into V(n). The 
Weyl branching rule states that upon restriction to U(n - 1) the V(n) 
irreducible representation II,,ln,, , m ,,,] decomposes as the direct sum 
of irreducible representations II [,,, ,n-,,,,,, ,,,_, “-II over all [m,, -i, . . . , 
m n-l n-1] such that 
mi, 2 min-l 2 m,,, n, lliln-1. (3.1) 
We shall denote condition (3.1) as [ml,-,, . . . , m,,_, n-l] C [m,,,, . . . , m ,,,, ). 
Using the restriction properties of the Gelfand state basis (see for 
example [19]) we have that, for all u E U( n - 1) and irreducible representa- 
tions IILM1,, of U(n), 
(3.2) 
where if ( (Lyill) isaGelfandpatternfor U(n) then(M),,- 1 =( {zl;Zr:) is 
a Gelfand pattern for U(n - 1). 
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Recall the intertwining map (2.3). With assumptions and notation as in 
(2.3), if [Ml,-, c [Ml,, [ml,-, c [ml,, and Id,-, C 1~ + A(r>L we 
obtain imbeddings VIM,,,m, - I/[Ml,~~ I/r,,,l,.., L, r/rml,: and VL~~I,, -  L, 
5 m+ A(r)],, by mapping the U( n - 1) Gelfand state vectors 
in vwl.-l’ vl~l.-,~ and Vlmfl _ to the corresponding U(n) Gelfand state 
vectors in VIM,,, VImln, and ym + A (I-)] ,,. Restricting the intertwining map 
T(,, in (2.3) we have #I L 
Still assuming [Ml,-, C [Ml,, let 
rI [MI,,m, whose weight is [A(y)],-,. 
sum of two (n - l)-tuples and let 
be a Gelfand state vector for 
+ [A(v)],_r be the usual 
R (YL-2: CT3 ~/r,c+, --) v,,nl,,.., + b(r)] n-1 (3.4) 
[m’],,~,c[~~+Acr)l,, 
be the projection map, which is defined to be zero if VI,,,],, ~, +[A(y)],8m, does 
not occur in 
Composing R(,,,,m, with %., and restricting, we obtain the U(n - 1) 
intertwining map 
Since by assumption the weight spaces of the U(n) irreducible representa- 
tion IllMI,, are at most one-dimensional, so are the weight spaces of the 
U( n - 1) irreducible representations IILMl, ~1 for [Ml, _ r C [M] ,,. It fol- 
lows that for T,r,,8m, restricted to VIM],,-, 8 Vrm],, ~, we have 
where the sum is over all Gelfand states (y), -r = ( :“I’:,:-:) for the U( n - 1) 
irreducible representation TI [ ,,.,], _ ,. 
Equations (3.3)-(3.6) imply the generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem (see 
[17, p. 311): 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. With notation and assumptions as aboue, 
where the sum ouer (y), _ 2 is us in (3.6) and 
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is a scalar independent of (m’), -2r (m),,- z and called a (u(n): u(n - 1)) 
reduced Wigner coefficient. 
Equation (3.8) provides a definition of the reduced Wigner coefficients, in 
which the ambiguities can be eliminated by fixing the phase factors for 
and setting 
equal to zero if [m’],-, z [ml, + [A(y)],-, or if 
is identically zero for all (m’), _ l, ( M ), _ Zr and (m ) n _ 2. Under these 
assumptions we apply the orthogonality conditions (2.8a) and (2.8b} for the 
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U( n - 1) Wigner operator 
together with (3.8) to obtain 
(3.9) 
where the sum is over all Gelfand states (~~t:r:),(I~l,r:)oftheU(n-l) 
irreducible representations IIt,,,],,-, and IIIIml,-!. 
In the following we shall use the natural partial ordering of weights of an 
irreducible representation II l M1,, 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let ( :4”‘;,), ( ,;;:I,) be Gelfand state vectors with 
weights [A(r)], = [A,,,(1 1, A2n(r), . . . , A,,(r)1 and [A(r 7 
IA,,(r’) 9 A,,(r’)], respectively. We say [A(T)], 2 [A(r’)].([A(T)]. 1s 
“higher” than or equal to [A(I” iff 
i Ai” 2 5 Ai” (3.11) 
i=l i=l 
for all k, 1 I k I n. 
For any irreducible representation IItM1, there is a unique Gelfand state 
vector ( ;iy!:,) = ( (SL) 
of highest weight, whose weight is [A(T)], = 
[Ml,. The Gelfand pattern ckynl’, 
( 1 
of the highest weight satisfies 
rij+l = rjj, llilj<rl-1 (3.12) 
where Ii,, = M,,. There is also a unique Gelfand state vector 
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of lowest weight, whose weight is [A( r)],t = [M,,, M, _ 1 “, 
. . . ,M,,]. The Gelfand pattern of the lowest weight satisfies 
r r+l j+l = rjj, l<i<j<n-1 (3.13) 
where F,,, = AI,,,. 
With notation as in Proposition (3.7) we would like to reduce the right 
hand side of (3.9) to a single term. We start with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.14. With notation as in Proposition (3.7) and Definition (3.10) 
we have 
ii 
b4-1 + [Wn-1 
)I( 
baxL2 
b&-2 WI”-, (W-2 ) I( 
bL 
(mln-2 1) 
\ 0, otherwise. 
are highest weight vectors 
Of %fl,,-, and %h*’ 
respectively; 
(3.15) 
ProofI The lemma is a consequence of (2.5b) and (2.8a). From Defini- 
tion (2.5b) it follows that if the left hand side of Eq. (3.15) is not equal to 
zero then the weight of the Gelfand state ( 
[ml,-1 +[Ml,-l 
(mux),-z 1 
must equal the 
sum of the weights of the Gelfand states (I:::::) and (::I,::). This 
occurs precisely when are highest weight vectors. 
Now consider a special case of orthogonality relation (2.8a): 
c ii [ml,,-, “-[Ml,-, CM),,-z(m),,. I ’ ’ (m4,,-2 
(3.16) 
We have just shown that every term except possibly one on the left hand 
side of (3.16) is zero. We obtain 
(( 
! (max).-, tmL~+PfL‘ / 
(maxL2 ij 
IMl _ 
,‘I (M):: \ ) 
[ml,,-, 2 
I( 1) Cm),-2 = 1. (3.17) 
This completes the proof of Lemma (3.14). 
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By an analog&s proof we also have 
LEMMA 3.18. With notation as aboue, 
= {*1, 
0, 
if [@:J! (;:;;J ~~;~er:::, 
otherwise. (3.19) 
Remark 3.20. The value + 1 in (3.15) is the phase factor discussed 
previously. The choice of sign is arbitrary and is made by convention. The 
usual phase convention is to set 
We shall now specialize (3.9) under the assumptions of Lemma (3.14). 
PROPOSITION 3.22. With notation as above let 
then 
[m + AU’)] n 
[m + A(v)] n-1 
(3.23) 
where 
WIGNER COEFFICIENTS 
is a U(n) Gelfandpattern with top row [m 1, and next (n - 1) rows 
and similarly 
[m + WY1 n 
i I 
[m + WL . 
(maxh-2 
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Proof We have from (3.9) 
[m + WI n (n-1 
[m + A(Y)] n-l WI” wn-* 
[m + A(r)] n 
= c [m + A(Y)] n-1 
(M)“m2(mL2 bxL2 
m + W)l n-l 
(ma&-2 
(3.24) 
Lemma (3.14) implies that every term except possibly one on the right hand 
side of (3.24) is zero. Dropping the zero terms and applying the phase 
convention (3.21) we obtain relation (3.23). 
By a similar proof we find 
PROPOSITION 3.25. With notation as above and (y), _ 1 = 
(3.26) 
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DEFINITION 3.27. Let X(X n - 1) be the vector space with an ortho- 
normal basis given by the “truncated” Gelfand patterns (or state vectors): 
{( [n’ln )I%]” [~~I”-1 
is any irreducible representation of U(n) and [ml, -1 C 
[ml, (see (3.1))). 
We can view the reduced Wigner coefficients appearing in Proposition 
3.22 as the matrix coefficients of an operator on (n: n - l), which is called a 
U(n): U(n - 1) projective operator. We denote this operator by 
(0,-l 
i 1 
(ML ’ 
(Y>,-1 
If 
are two such U(n - 1) projective operators (always assuming the Gelfand 
state vectors (I:;“;‘), ({::l”y) are highest weight vectors in II,,,,Sm, and 
I-I tu,l,,-,), then we can composi them and apply Proposition (3.22): 
(i 
[m + AU’) + A( n 
[m + A(Y) + A( n-l 
[m + A(r) + A( n [m + A( n = 
[m + A(Y) + A(Y’)] ,,-I [m + A(f)] n-1 
[m + A(r) + A( n (wl 
= [m + A(Y) + A( n-l WI” 
(mad.-2 (YL-1 
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1 b + AU’> + A( ,, 
= [m + A(Y) + A(Y?l n-l 
b--).-2 
(3.28) 
There are similar expressions for the composition of several such U(n): 
U(n - 1) projective operators. 
4. PATTERN CALCULUS, G-FUNCTIONS 
In this section we define the U(n) invariant denominator functions 
associated to the “stretched” Wigner operators (Definition 4.9). We then 
prove the important path sum formula (Proposition 4.12) for computing 
them. Finally we define a family of functions G$j, where [X] is an 
(n - 1)-tuple of non-negative integers (Definition 4.22). We show that the 
G[,“j functions satisfy a number of difference equations (Theorem 4.25) and 
consider their symmetries (Theorems 4.28 and 4.30). 
We begin by letting [Ml, = [Ml,,, . . . , M,,,] be an arbitrary n-part parti- 
tion and [A], = [Ai,..., A,] be any n-tuple of non-negative integers such 
that CJ=iMjn = C;,,A,. For some positive integer 4, let [MC,)],,, 1 I i 5 q, 
be a set of elementary partitions, i.e., [M,,,], = [l, . . . , LO,. . . ,O], with 
p + 1 ones followed by n - p - 1 zeroes. We further require that [Ml,, = 
Xy=i[ MC;,] n. Note that this requirement determines q = M,, as well as the 
partitions [Mo,],, 1 s i I q, up to order. There are M,,, elementary parti- 
tions of type (1, 1, . . . , l), M, -rn - M,, partitions of type (l,l,. _ . , 1,O) 
and so on. 
Let (MCj+“=((zf:), (M&)n=((gii!:,), 1 sisq, be a set of 
Gelfand state vectors “in the “elementary” irreducible representations 
II[~,,,],,. We shall assume that the states (M,Jn-r = 
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are highest weight vectors in the corresponding U(n - 1) 
representations IIrM, I , TIrM,, , , 1 I i 5 q. 
With (M,,,), and’ii6ij). as’&obe let 
be a set of boson polynomials. For any partition [m] ,, = [m,,,, . . . , m,,,,] 
(i.e., m,, 2 , . . 2 mnn _ > 0) and pair of Gelfand state vectors 
belonging to the U(n) irreducible representation IIE,,,,t we consider \ 
l/2 
'(r-1 +[A],) \L”‘ln 
I(max),,-2\ 
[m’LI 
, (ma4.-2, i 
[ml f1 
b&4 
where A([m],) and -#([ml, + [A],) are defined in (1.9) and 
(4.1) 
X 
X 
- 
3 a +
 D
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Each of the factors in the product in (4.3) can be computed through the 
pattern calculus of [8]. We shall not compute T but rather an asymptotic 
limit of T times a product of simple factors. This limit is the square of the 
U(n) invariant denominator function (see [l] or [18]). 
We describe below the rules of the pattern calculus (see [8, pp. 101-1021) 
for computing the reduced Wigner coefficients appearing in (4.3). 
Rule 1. Write two rows of dots, as shown: 
. . . ..*.. n dots 
. . . . . . . n - 1 dots 
Rule 2. In the top row assign a zero or a one to each dot according to 
whether a zero or a one appears in the corresponding position in [ A( r,,,)] ,,; 
do the same in the bottom row using [MC;,], _ 1. 
Rule 3. Draw an arrow from each one (called “tail”) to each zero (called 
“ head”). This produces what is called an arrow pattern. 
Rule 4. In the arrow pattern obtained we assign to each dot k in the top 
row the element (called a “partial hook”) 
py = m 
n kn + c ‘k,&,,) + n - k, 
j=l 
1 I i I 4, 1 I k I n, with notation as above. Similarly assign 
i-l 
pjA)-, = m,,-, + C mc,,.,,-, + n - 1 - 1, 
j=l 
1 I i I q, 1 I 1 I n - 1 to the dot 1 in the bottom row. 
Rule 5. Assign to each arrow the algebraic factor 
p”‘(tai1) - p’“(head) + e(“(tai1) 
where the p(” are the partial hooks of Rule 4, and 
e(‘)(M) = { 
0 if tail in top row 
1 if tail in bottom row. 
Rule 6. Define the products N(f), (D,,,(n))‘, and (D(,,(n - 1))2 by 
means of 
(NC;,)’ = Jproduct of all factors for arrows going between rows] 
( OCj,( n))2 = Iproduct of all factors for arrows going within the top row], 
(&,(n - 1))’ = IP ro d uct of all factors for arrows going 
within the bottom row]. 
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Here, 1. . . ] denotes absolute value. Then 
Imln-l + i [“Cjj]n-, 
\ J=l 
,I 2 
I i-l 
Imln + ,,gI [A(rCi~)ln 
X 
r-l 
Lmln-l + C [ MCj,] n-l 
\ 
I=1 ‘1 
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(4.4) 
Until now we have required that the [m J,, = [m,,, . . . , m,,,,] appearing in 
(4.3) and (4.4) are partitions, in particular that m,,, 2 0 for all i, 1 I i I n. 
However Lemma 2.29 shows that this requirement is unnecessary. We shall 
, from now on assume only that m,, 2 m,,_, 2 m2,, 2 . . . 2 m,l,I 2 0 or 
0 2 m,,, 2 . . . L m,,,. We may shift all the m,,,, mj,, _ 1 by an integer k 
without changing any factors in (4.3) or (4.4). 
With this notation we define the partial hook variables 
Pkn = mkr, + n - k, lsksn 
P/,,-~ = mln-l + n - l- 1, llfln-1 (4.5) 
where mkn, ml,? -1 are integers satisfying the betweenness condition (1.6). 
DEFINITION 4.6. We say that the partial hook variables are in general 
position if 
Pkn “Pkn-1 “Pkilnr l<k<n-1. 
From (4.3) and (4.4) it follows that T is a rational function P/Q of the 
partial hook variables in general position. The rational function P/Q is 
uniquely determined by its values at the pkn, p,,, _ r in general position. 
With notation as above consider the product np,,(D,,,(n - 1))‘. The 
product apparently depends on the choice of [ MCi,], _ t, 1 I i I n - 1. 
However if j is a positive integer, 1 5 j I q - 1, and (j, j + 1) is the 
. . 
transposition [m(j) ]n-1 M [m(j+lj “-1, 1 then one checks that the product 
l-L(qi,(n - IN2 is invariant under the transposition (j, j + 1). For 
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example, consider the transposition (q - 1, q) and let S = { 1 E { 1, . . . , n - 
l}]mC,,,,,-, = l} and S’ = {/ E (1,. . . , n - l}]mCqP,,~,,-, = l} and let 
S”, (S’)’ be their respective complements in (1,. . . , n - l}. Note that S 
andS’areoftheform{1,2 ,..., k}and{1,2 ,..., k’}forsomek,k’,where 
1 I k, k’ 2 n - 1. Then 
(q&J - 1f = I-I (PI,,-1 -P,,,-1 + 1) (4.7a) 
iES. jCS’ 
and 
(O,,-l)ln - l))' = IX (PIPI--l -Pjrr-1 + 2, 
rESn.s' 
jcS‘n(S')' 
x rns, (Pu-1 - Pj,1-1 + 1) 
j’sn(s’)’ 
. rIS, (Pw-1 -P,n-1 + 1). 
/~S’n(S’)’ 
(4.7b) 
so 
(o,,-1,b - l))‘(o,,,(~ - l))* 
= ,Js, (PItl-l - Pp-1 + NPin-1 -Pin-l + 1) 
,Is.s”n(s’y 
X I-I (P+l - P,n-1 + 1) 
icSnS’ 
X I-I (Pin-1 - Pjn-1 + ‘1. (4.8) 
f=(su.s’)-(Sns’) 
,lcS’n(.s’)’ 
Since the right hand side of (4.8) is symmetric in S and S’, then after 
interchanging [MC,,] n _ r and [ MC4 _ 1J n _ r we find the same expression (4.8) 
for (DC,-r,(n - 1))2(DC,,(n - 1))2. Thus the product FIp=l(D)ci,(n - 1)2 
is invariant under the transposition (q - 1, q). More generally lIyG1( D(,)(n 
- l))* is invariant under any permutation u of (l,...,q}, u: [M,,,],-, -G 
WL,i,ln-l~ 
Let [A],, be defined as in (4.2). [MCi,],,, [MJnPl, [ml,, and Tdefined as 
in (4.3). Setting [Ml, = [MI,,, . . . , M,,] = Cy==,[MC,,], as above we have 
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DEFINITION 4.9. U(n) invariant denominator function, see [l]). With 
notation as above and assuming p,, z=+ . . . z+ p,,,, 
, I  1 
X(-l) 
min(O.nM,,,.,,,-*- ~,M,W x T 
I 
(4.10) 
where T is viewed as a rational function P/Q, as above, in the partial hook 
variables P~,,-~, pkn with 1 <j I n - 1 and 1 < k I n. (Note: The rational 
function P/Q is defined by taking values of the partial hook variables in 
general position. However in the limit (4.10) we evaluate P/Q at values of 
the partial hook variables which are not in general position.) 
The denominator function [D 
( 1 
:i\ [ml,] - ’ is a rational function in the 
partial hook variables pin where pl, ;> ** . z+ p,,. It extends to an unique 
rational function in p,, E 6: which we also denote by [D 
( 1 
:t\, ([ml,)] - *. 
Remark 4.11. We have apparently made some arbitrary choices in the 
definition of [D 
( 1 
/“‘lfl [ml], i.e., we chose an ordering of the elementary 
partitions [mcj,],, 1”; i I q as well as choosing the partitions [M,iJ,r-l c 
[Mci,],. However, Corollary 4.14 and Proposition 4.17 below show that 
P( /~$41- 2 is independent of these choices. 
From the definition of T in (4.3) and the pattern calculus we can rewrite 
the denominator function: 
PROPOSITION 4.12 (PATH SUM FORMULA). With notation us above and 
assuming pin >z . . . >> p,,, 
[D( ~~;.j’MJ-’ = zel fi h(n))r (4.13) 
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where the sum is over all ordered sets of q Gelfand patterns (T,, , ),, _ 1, 
1 I i I q, such that [r,,,],-, c [MC;,], and recall- 
ing that [MrJl, is the weight of the Gelfand state vector 
COROLLARY 4.14. The denominator function [D 
pendent of thepartitions [MCi)]n~l, 1 I i I q, such 
Proof Proposition 4.12 implies the corollary when the partial hook 
variables pin, . . . , p,,, satisfy pin B . . . B p,,,. Since [D 
a rational function then the corollary follows by analytic continuation for 
all values of the partial hook variables p,,,, 1 I j 5 n. 
COROLLARY 4.15. 
the variables p,,,, 1 <j 
’ is the unique rational function of 
(1) [D( ~~~,)C~ml,X2 > 0 when pII, Z+ p2” Z+ * * . B P,,,,~ and 
(2) given any permutation a of { 1,. . . , n - 1) there exists a rational 
function (-l)‘CJ(p,,-,)‘l.. . (p, -1 n -1)~lml depending on a, where the Ii are 
integers, 0 I i I n - 1, and 
lim . . . lim 
Pa(“~1),1-I-~ P,(l,,,-l’m 
X 
(-l)‘“(p,,-,)“...(p,-~~-l)‘“~l 
T 
(4.16) 
where T and [D are viewed as rational functions in the 
partial hook variables. The limits in (4.16) are to be taken successively: Jirst 
P a(l),r-l --, 00, thenpa(2,n-l + 00 and so on. The result after each limit must 
befinite and once a limit of the expression in (4.15) is zero then the succeeding 
limits are zero. 
PROPOSITION 4.17. [D 
the elementary partitions [ 
* is independent of the ordering of 
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Proof Fix a choice of the (n - 1)-part partitions [M,,,], -i c [Mci,],,. 
Corollary 4.14 shows that [D ([ml,)] - * is independent of this choice. 
If we reorder the n-part + [ Mati)],, by a permutation 1y of 
(1,. . . , q }, we shall similarly reorder the (n - 1) part partitions [MC,)],, _ i 
+ [M,(i,]n-l. The definition of T’ (and hence T) in (4.1) is clearly 
independent of the ordering of the [M,,,],. Since the factors 
and 
i 
C-1) 
miO.nM,,, .,,, -,- ;, MULL,,) 
/=1 i=l 
are also independent of the ordering of the [MC;,],, the entire expression 
(4.10) is independent of this ordering. 
We proceed to define the PGin) functions associated to certain stretched 
Wigner operators (see [l, p. 411, Definition 1.571). We first state the 
following formula established in [3]. 
[D( !“p!;, )...) o].i([“lJ-* 
A,!A,! . . . A,! = 
P! fl (P;, -p/n + A, - Al) 
lsr</s’t 
(4.18) 
where, for 1 I i I n, m,,, Ai are nonnegative integers, the partial hook 
variables p,, = mm + n - i are in general position and C:‘=iA, = p. 
Just as in [l, 181 we define PGi”’ by means of 
DEFINITION 4.19. Let n 2 0, n - 1 2 p 2 1, and p 2 q 2 0 be integers. 
For 1 I i s n, we assume that the pin are in general position and m,,, A, 
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are non-negative integers such that E:,,Ai = p + pq. Then 
[( * PI” 1 1 -2 [p,q )...) q,o )...) 01, (bln) 
(pi, -pjn + A, - A,)/A,!...A,! 
x~G~“)(A~,...,A.;x~~,x~~,...,x~-~~,x,~) (4.20) 
where xi, = pin - pjn and [ p, q, . . . , q, 0, . . . , 0] has one p followed by p q ‘s. 
Motivated by (2.18)-(2.24) of [l] we also define a more general function 
denoted by GiIj( A 1, . . . . A,; x12,...,x,1-1,,,x,l)where[~l= [&...,Xn-J 
is an (n - l)-tuple of non-negative integers. In the case X = [0, . . . , 
0, 4, 0, . . . ,O] with q in the pth position, then ,Gi”’ = Gt{j. 
DEFINITION 4.21. Let p 2 E::/hi be an integer and C:= 1A, = p + 
Ey:r’iXi with 0th er assumptions and notations as in Definition 4.19. Then 
/ Pln 
[. 
-2 
D 
[ 
,I - 1 
p + C iXi,O,...,O II 1 b4n) i=l ” 
Gf,“](A,, . . . , A,; x12,. ,x n-l n+“l) . 
I 
(4.22) 
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One of the major results of [l] is that the sequence of PGi”’ functions 
q = 1,2,... satisfy a pair of difference equations. It was shown in Theorem 
2.1 of [l] that 
THEOREM 4 23 . . Let G(“)(A,, . . . , A . xlz,. . . , x _ P 4 IIT n 1 n, x,,~) be defined as 
in (4.20). Then PGJ”) satisfies both the diference equations 
= c (~l)nw+l)+uS) 
SCI” 
IlW=a+ 1 JES 
[ 1 
-1 
’ Jj, txij) ’ Jjl(‘ii, 
iGS, jSS‘ 
-pGi?l(, Ai - x(i E S),;, Xi,;+1 + x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),), 
(4.24a) 
and 
pci”‘(, Ai, ; 3 x;,i+l,) 
= sF, C-1) @+1+x(S) fi fi ( Xij) 
Ilwl=P; 1 
;=1 j=l 
iES 
X 
[ 
;<fIl (Xij+Ai-Aj). ,IJl (Xij+Ai-Aj) iES,jES’ iSS'. jC.7 1 
-1 
X,Gi?l(,Ai - x i E S),; ,Xi,i+lr) (4.24b) 
where C(S) denotes the sum of elements in the set S c I, = { 1,. . . , n}, 
Xjj = xi, + A,, x(A) is one if statement A is true and zero if A is false, and 
lIpln-1. 
We generalize Theorem 4.23 in the following 
THEOREM 4.25. Let G[zl) be dejked as in (4.22). Zj p is an integer, 
1 I p I: n - 1, and [p] isan (n - l)-tuple of non-negative integers such that 
p,, = X, - 1 and pi = Xi for 1 I i I n - 1 and i f p, then Cl,“] satis$es 
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both 
= s&-I (-1) 
n(r+ l)+us) fJ fi ( Xi) 
n 
i=l j=l 
IIsII=P+l .ics 
-1 
’ 
I 
,<(il cxij). i<Ql txij> 
iES, jES’ iES”. j6Z.S 1 
‘G[p”](T ‘t - Xti E s)Y; YXi,j+l + X(i E S) - X(i + 1 E S),), 
(4.26a) 
and 
= sF, C-1) 
Ilsll=P; 1 
p+l+x(s),fJ ,fi (xlj) 
iE.7 
’ 
[ 
;$I CXijfAimAj) ,lGl (x,,+Al-Aj) 
iCS. jES’ iES”, jES 1 
-1 
XGfp”](vAi - X(i E S),; yXi,;+l,), (4.26b) 
with notation and assumptions as in Theorem 4.23. 
ProoJ The proof of Theorem 2.1 of [l] goes through virtually unchanged. 
Remark 4.27. We note that the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [l] depends on 
the path sum formula, Theorem 1.51 in [l], whose general proof by 
Biedenham had not been published. The path sum formula is proved here in 
Propositions 4.12 and 4.17 (see also [9]). 
So far we have assumed that the Ai and m,, are non-negative integers 
and the pin are in general position for 1 I i < n. The difference equations, 
(4.24a), (4.24b), (4.26a), and (4.26b), show that ,,Gi”) and G[,“j are rational 
functions in the variables hi, 1 5 i 5 n, and x1*, . . . , x,-t “, x,,t. There is a 
unique extension of pGi”) and G[,“i to a rational function for all complex 
values of these variables subject to the barycentric condition xl2 
+ . . . +X,-In + x,1= 0. 
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Now generalizing Theorem 5.33 of [18], whose proof also generalizes, we 
have 
THEOREM 4.28 (Row, Column, and Transposition Symmetry). Let 
Gf,“j( X) be defined as in Dejinition 4.21 where ( Xij) = (xi, + A,). Let u and 
8 be any permutation of the n-set I,,, and suppose that 
4 = 47(I) + Xo(,)e(i) 
and 
X’ r.r+l = xO(i)B(i+l)e (4.29a) 
We then have the row and column symmetry given by 
Gfhn;(, 4,; > x,.,+1, ) = G;,“l’(, h:; $,,+I,) 
= GIN, Aa + X,(i)B(,)~ ; 9 xe(i)e(i+l)J~ 
(4.29b) 
and 
Xi) e xij + A’i = x,(;)@(j) + A,(;, E XO(;)o(j). (4.29~) 
Now suppose that 
A; G Ai and x; i+l = xitl ; + Ai+l - Ai. (4.29d) 
Transposition symmetry then takes the form, 
and 
G;,“j(, A,,; ,xl,i+l,) = G;x”](, A’,:,; x:.;+lr) 
= Gi,“i(, Ai,; xi+l,; + Ai+l - A,), (4.29e) 
x,) = x;, + A’; = xj, + Aj = X,i. (4.29f) 
Just as in Theorem 1.10 of [12] one proves 
THEOREM 4.30. Define G[i](y; S) = G[zl)(yl,. . . , y,,; S,, . . . ,a,) implicitly 
by means of 
G$(Y; 6) = Gj:j(, A,, ; t x;,,+l.)r (4.31a) 
where 
A, = yi - 6, and Xi,r+l = ‘i - si+l- (4.31b) 
Let u and 0 be any permutations of the n-set I,,. We then have the symmetries 
given by 
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We also note that under the change of variables (4.31b) the transposition 
symmetry (4.29e) becomes 
THEOREM 4.32. Define G[{j(y; 6) US in (4.31a)-(4.31b). We then have 
(4.33) 
Remark 4.34. After the change of variables (4.31b) the difference equa- 
tion (4.26b) for G#(y; 6) is identical to the m = n case of difference 
equation (1.6) in [2] for the ,“Gi”‘(y; S) polynomials. It follows that the 
“ umbra1 calculus” of Theorem 1.48 of [2] can be applied to compute the 
Gf{,‘(y; 6) fu nc ions. By iterating this umbra1 calculus it follows that t’ 
the G[zj(y; 6) are polynomials in the variables y,, 6;, 1 I i I n. For the 
same reason a stabilization theorem similar to Theorem 1.28 of [2] is also 
valid for the Cl,“] polynomials. Furthermore, just as in [12], the difference 
equation (4.26b), written in terms of yi and a,, implies that Gf,“,‘(y; 6) is 
bisymmetric in the variables { yi, . . . , y, } and {a,, . . . ,a, }. 
5. TRANSPOSITION SYMMETRY 
In this section we give a proof of transposition symmetry (Theorem 4.32) 
for the functions G[,“j(y; S) making no use of the difference equations 
(4.26a) and (4.26b). This provides a direct connection between the boson 
calculus and transposition symmetry which is hidden through the pair of 
difference equations. 
We recall the important sum (4.3) 
T= c fi 
(r,,,L, i=l 
with notation as in (4.3) and [A], = Cp=,[M(,,],. 
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From the definition of U(n) : U(n - 1) reduced Wigner coefficients we 
have 
T= c fi 
(r(,))k-l i=l 
: 
X 
im3n + ,cl [‘Cr(j,)] ,, 
b4.-2 
i-l 
bh + ,,Fl [‘&Jd n 
f-1 
bdn-1 + c [“,J,],-l 
,I=1 
\ 
(max).-2 
Applying (2.19) we find 
T= c fi 
u-(,,),-I i=l 
2 
,I 
1, bln+ i [h(I;,,,ln 
\ 
/=1 
Pa-l + i [qJ,,-, 
j=l 
(min),-2 
(5.2) 
r-l 
* (LLl Pa+ c [a(r,,,,l,I 
j=l 
’ 1 1, [M,Ol n 1-l vu,) n-l [dn-I + c [%I,,-, 
j=l ‘1 
where (FCi,) is given by Definition 2.16. 
From the dual boson analogs of (2.12) and (1.10) we obtain 
(5.3) 
i 
1-l 
1 
~ l/2 
x4H tmln + C [‘tr(j,)ln 
j=l 
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x B 
1 
B b&t+ i [a]. 
j=l 
! Pdn+ i [M,i,] n-1 j=l (fin),-2 
binL2 
FL1 + i [JqjJn-, 
/=I 
i-l 
[=ln+ c [ml n 
j=l 
EL-1 + c [M,i,ln-, 
j=l 
(fin),-2 
14 
I 
(5.4) 
where ( , ) is the inner product on the algebra J&’ of annihilation operators 
defined in Section 1. 
Applying (2.24) we find 
T= d([m + AIn) 
d(b&) 
i=l 
bdn+ c [m] n 
j=l 
1-l 
PL1-c c [qJn& 
j=l 
bin),-2 I 
t-1 
* PaI+ c[m] ” 
j=l 
i-l 
mn-1 + c [%].-I 
‘:I 
(5.5) 
j=l 
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where I4fJ” ( I 1 (Cd,-, :, I i s q, is the unique Gelfand state vector in IICM,,,,,, 
whose weight PWk is DLC), A,-, .(U, . . . y 4,Wl. 
Every factor in the product (5.5) can be computed using the pattern 
calculus. Lemma 2.29 shows the pattern calculus is also applicable for the 
case when some of the m,,,, 1 s i I n, in the n-tuple [m,,, . . . , m,?,,] are 
negative integers. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. With notation as in (4.3) and (5.1) and assuming m,, -1 B 
m2,,-1 B . . . B m,_, n-l and that [Ml,-, = [l,..., LO ,..., 0] with k 
ones followed by n - k - 1 zeroes, we have 
I( ii 
bin -2=1 
x [ml,-1 (5.7) 
is a highest weight Gelfand state in the U( n - 1) 
M,-, n-lrM,-2 n-l,. .., MInmll is the 
weight of the lowest Gelfand state in II CMl, -,, and [m] ,, _ 1 is the second row of 
The Wigner coeflcients in (5.7) are viewed as rational functions m 
the partial hook variables pin, pjnwl, 1 I i I n, 1 I j < n - 1. 
Proof. When n = 1, both Wigner coefficients in (5.7) are identically one 
so there is nothing to prove. We shall assume therefore that n > 1. Apply- 
340 
reduces to’ the sin$e term 
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and [AW3,-1 = @I.-,- 
are one dimensional we must have 
Therefore the sum on the right hand side of (5.8) 
x bl,,-1 +m-* 
bin).-2 
(5.9) 
We shall finish the proof of (5.7) by showing that 
(5.10) 
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We prove (5.10) by induction on n - 1. It is certainly true for II - 1 = 1 
since in this case by definition 
Assume n - 1 > 1 and set 
bL,-1 
I i 
b4,,-, 
bL2 = bl,-2 
bin) ,, - 3 
and 
Applying Proposition 3.7 we find 
where [G],_, = [MUe2 n-2,. . . , M1 r,-Ll, (Y),,-2 = 
[AhA-z = [h,. 
and 
Since the weight spaces of II [ M1,, 2 are one dimensional we must have 
Therefore the sum on the right hand side of (5.12a) 
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reduces to the single term 
x bl,,-2 +G 
bin),,-3 
‘(md-2 
WI”4 
Dfl,-2 
.(minL3 1 
(5.12b) 
where[fil,,-2= [M,,-2n-2 ,... ,M1,,-21. 
Notethatm,,,-2=m,+l~_,,l~i~n-2,andpj. 2=mlinm2+n 
- 2 - i = rni+ln-l -t n - 1 - (i + 1) = plcl n-l. Therefore from (5.12b) 
and the induction hypothesis we have 
lim b4,*-, +vk-1 . . . lim 
P,, - I I, - 1 - 02 PI rr-l- 50 bin),-2 
Ii i, M”4 -2 = 1 x [ml”-2 (5.13) 
where both Wigner coefficients in (5.13) are viewed as rational functions in 
the variables pi n _ 1, 1 < i I: n - l,andwhere[M],-, =[l,..., 1,O ,..., 0] 
with k ones followed by n - k - 1 zeroes. Similarly, [Ml,, _ 2 = 
[l, . . , , l,O, . . . , 0] with k ones followed by n - k - 2 zeroes. 
Now define 
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We complete the proof of (5.10) by showing that 
In the case where 
identically one, so 
calculus we find 
N2 -= 
D2 
lim 
N2 
. . . 
Pn-1,t-l-m 
lim ~=l. 
~1,,m1+~ D 
k = n - 1, the pattern calculus shows that N2/D2 is 
we may assume that k < n - 1. Applying the pattern 
i 
II - 1 II-k-2 
r-I, ,Q (Pin-1 -P/n-2) 
1 
i 
,1- 1 ‘11-k-l 
l-Ii, ,Q (Pu-1 -P,A 
i 
(5.15a) 
Recalling that pi+ i n _ i =p,,,_,forl<i<n-2therighthandsideof 
(5.15a) becomes 
D2 n - 1 It-k-1 n-1 PI-k-1 
.J, ,CJ (Plnml -PI~-l) ,=c, ,v’, (Pin-1 -Pjtr-1 + l> 
PI- 1 
nl 
Pin-1 -Pl,I-l+ ’ = 
i=tl-X P,n-1 - Pln-1 I- 
(5.15b) 
Hence lim 
P.zFI”-I~m 
. . . lim p,,~,, +mN2/D2 = 1. Together with the observa- 
tion that the Wigner coefficients in (5.7) are not identically zero this 
completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
We shall also need the following lemma in the proof of transposition 
symmetry for the Gf,“](y; 6) functions. 
LEMMA 5.16. With notation as above we assumep,, >> p2,, >S . . . >> p,,, 
and let [ml],-, = [m; n-l ,..., m’,- 1 n -1] be any fixed (n - l)-tuple of 
integers. Then there exists a rational function in the variables pi n _ ,, 1 I j I 
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n - 1, of the form (- l)‘op$, “_, . . . ~:;~y; ,,-, where the 1; are integers and 
I, = 0 or 1 such that 
lim lim (-l)‘np$_,...p$:i.-, 
[m + A(r)] pl 
. . . 
P,, I II L - m PI,,-l+m [ml,,-I +[~I,,-I 
(5.17) 
where the Wigner coeficients in (5.17) are viewed as rational functions in the 
partial hook variables p,,, pj ,, _ ,. 
Proof. Using the pattern calculus we find that the limit in (5.17) is the 
ratio of the respective denominator functions [D(n)] - 2 with notation as in 
(4.4)). However both denominator functions equal [D 
(with notation as in Dejinition 4.9). 
Remark 5.18. In Lemmas 5.6 and 5.16 we may permute the order of 
taking the limits of the pi n _ 1. We also obtain the same results upon taking 
limits as p, ,) _ 1 + - co, 1 2 i I n - 1, and similarly for Corollary 4.15. 
We now prove the important 
PROPOSITION 5.19. With notation as in (4.3) and (4.10) we have 
(5.20) 
where [El,, = [An,An-l ,..., AJ and d([m],), d([m + A],,) are de$ned as 
in (1.26). 
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ProoJ Define 
[ 
I 
( 1 r (1) n-l 
x I%ln 
MO),-, 
i-l 
aI+ c [qJ]. 
j=l 
1-l 
c-1 - c [Mcj,]n-l 
/=1 
I 
I
[~ln + i [ml ” 
j=l 
ELI - i [qJnml 
j=l 
(5.21) 
with notation as above and where (M,,,), -1 = 
i i 
[%,I”-, 
(m=),-z 
is a highest 
weight state vector in the U( n - 1) representation II[,,,l. -,. 
- - 
Let pi n-l = mj n-l +n-i-l and pin-l=~in-l+n-i-l= 
-m n-in-l + n - i - 1 for 1 I i 2 n - 1. As pi n-l -+ cc then so does 
p, _ ; n _ r --, - cc. Applying Remark 5.18 and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.16 together 
with (5.5) we know there exists a rational function ( - l)‘opp n _ r . . . pf;zi n _ 1 
where li are integers and I, = 0 or 1 such that 
lim . . . 
lim (-1)‘“~:‘.-1...~~-ln-IT = d([m + AIn) 
P,,-l"-l+* Pl,,-l-+* 7; 4bdJ . 
(5.22) 
By Corollary 4.15 and Remark 5.18 we also know there exists another 
rational function ( - l)‘op$ n _ r . . . pb: ] n _ r such that 
(-l)‘“p:l,... 
lim . . . lim 
p;z&[D[ ;$‘j([=],f2 
P"-l"-L-w pin-i-m T 
= 1. (5.23) 
Together (4.16), (5.22), and (5.23) imply Eq. (5.20), which was to be proved. 
We now prove the fundamental 
THEOREM 5.24 (Transposition Symmetry). Let n 2 3, [A] = 
[A 1, . . . , A,, -J and [A] = [AI,. _ . , A,] be an (n - 1-tuple and n-&pie, re- 
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spectively, of non-negative integers satisfying p + Zy,;liX i = CycIAi where 
p 2 C~:,‘h;. Assume m,, >> m2,, z+ . * * B- m,,,, 2 0 are integers and set 
Si = pin = m,, + n - i and yi = hi + pin for 1 1. i < n. Define the (poly- 
nomial) rational function Gf,“j(yl,. . . , u,; S,, . . . ,a,) as in (4.31a)-(4.31b). 
Then 
G$/(Y~ ,... ,Y,;& ,... J,) = G$j(--n,..., -6,; --I,,..., -Y& 
(5.25) 
Proof, Let8i=jji,+&i= -pnPi+,,,-A”-,+,+n-landy,=6,+ 
2, z -Pn-i+ln + n - 1 for 1 I i 5 n. From (4.22) we have 
\ l-* 
and also 
G$]( jj, . . . , 7”; &, . . . , &,) . (5.M.4 
WIGNER COEFFICIENTS 
From Proposition 5.19 or directly from (4.18) we see that 
‘Pltl I! 
\ -2 
D 
L 
II- I 
p + c ih,,O ,..., 0 
1, I 
([ml n> 
i=l n 
= am + AL) D 
ii 
61, 
1 
n- 1 
4blJ p + c ih,,O,...,O 
L \L i=l 
347 
and also from Proposition 5.19 
\ 1 -2 
n- 1 
c A;, c A,,...,&-1 
(b + Al,) II J - i=2 
(5.27a) 
(5.27b) 
It follows from (5.26a)-(5.27b) that 
From Lemma 2.29 and Definition 4.9 we have 
(I= + 3 -b - Ul”) ]-’ = [D[ ;$j([X + ii],,)]-2 
(5.29) 
whereLM], = [~,C~L/X~,C~~~X~, . _ . , A.-,] or [p I- E~:~ihi,O,. . . ,O] ad 
[FE + A -(n - l)], is as in Definition 2.28. 
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We obtain from (5.26b) and (5.29) that 
= G$j(Y1 -(n - I),..., 7, -(n - l);S, -(TI - l),...,$” -(n - 1)) 
= G$j(-tin ,..., -6,; -y, ,..., -yI). (5.30) 
Substituting (5.30) into (5.28) we obtain identity (5.25), which was to be 
proved. 
Remark 5.31. Since G[i](y; S) is bisymmetric in the variables { yl,. . . , 
Y,,} and {&,..., S,} (see Remark 4.34), Eqs. (4.33) and (5.25) are clearly 
equivalent. 
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